Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Biomedical named entity recognition (NER) aims to automatically find the biomedical mentions in text, which is crucial for the information extraction in biomedical domain. In the previous BioCreative challenges \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\], various tasks have been addressed to recognize biomedical entities (such as gene/protein, chemical and disease) from the scientific literature. In addition to the scientific literature, patents are another important source since they contain a wealth of useful biomedical information. Therefore, automatic extraction of information contained in patents has received much attention, and automatic biomedical entity recognition from medicinal chemistry patents has become an important research task \[[@CR4]\].

To promote the development of NER systems, the BioCreative V.5, a major challenge event in biomedical natural language processing, organized three tracks to focus on biomedical entity recognition in patents. This challenge included three individual tracks: two traditional BioCreative tracks to detect relevant biomedical entities (chemical entity mention recognition (CEMP) track and gene and protein related object recognition (GPRO) track) and a novel track called technical interoperability and performance of annotation servers (TIPS). The latter focuses on the technical aspects of the evaluation of continuous text Annotation Servers for NER. For the challenge, we participated in the CEMP and GPRO tracks, and our submissions to the two tracks were created by our deep learning system.

The biomedical NER is a fundamental step for further biomedical text mining and has received much more attention recently. However, biomedical NER is particularly challenging due to some reasons. For example, for gene/protein NER, millions of gene/protein names are used, new names are created constantly and rapidly, gene/protein names naturally co-occur with other types that have similar morphology and context, various ways of naming gene and ambiguities caused by DNA sequences may vary in nonspecific ways \[[@CR1]\]. In the previous works, the state-of-the-art CRF-based biomedical NER methods \[[@CR5]--[@CR9]\] depend on effective feature engineering, i.e., the design of effective features using various natural language processing (NLP) tools and knowledge resources, which is still a labor-intensive and skill-dependent task. Recently, deep learning has become prevalent in the machine learning research community. These are neural network-based representation learning methods that compose simple but non-linear modules to obtain multiple levels of representation \[[@CR10]\]. For the NER task in general domain (such as news domain), several similar neural network architectures \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\] have been proposed and exhibit promising results. Moreover, deep learning methods have begun to be explored in biomedical field, including genes and proteins \[[@CR14]\], diseases \[[@CR15]\] and chemicals \[[@CR16]\]. Compared with the traditional machine learning methods, the key advantage of deep learning methods is that these layers of features are not designed by human engineers and, therefore, less feature engineering is needed.

In this paper, we describe our NER systems based on the neural network for the CEMP and GPRO tracks. In the approach, first the word embedding is learned from a large unlabeled dataset. Thereafter, character feature is produced with the character and capitalization embeddings. Then the concatenation of the character feature and the word embedding is used as a basic input. Finally, the input is fed into a bidirectional long short-term memory with a conditional random field layer (BiLSTM-CRF) to recognize chemical and gene/protein entities from patents. Furthermore, we explored the effect of additional features (i.e., part of speech (POS), chunking and NER features generated by the GENIA tagger) for the neural network model. In the official results, our best runs achieve the highest performances (the F-scores of 90.42% and 79.19% on the CEMP and GPRO corpora, respectively) in both tracks. The details of our method and results are presented in the following sections.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Similar to many NER tasks, we modeled the biomedical NER as a sequence labeling problem. We used the BIO (Begin, Inside, Outside) tagging scheme since it achieves better performance than BIOES tagging scheme in our experiments. For the challenge, we present the system based on the neural network architecture (i.e., BiLSTM-CRF) to recognize biomedical entities from patents. The processing flow of our system is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Firstly, some preprocessing steps including text cleaning, sentence splitting and tokenization are performed. Secondly, a word embedding is learned with large amounts of unlabeled data with the word2vec tool. Moreover, we induce the character feature and additional features (such as POS, chunking and NER features generated by the GENIA tagger). Then with the features as input, a BiLSTM-CRF model is trained by the annotated training set. Finally, some post-processing steps including tagging consistency, abbreviation resolution and bracket balance are employed. The process is described in details in the following sections.Fig. 1The processing flowchart of our system

Text preprocessing {#Sec3}
------------------

First, document titles and abstracts are extracted from the dataset. The extracted text is then split into the sentences, tokenized using the Stanford CoreNLP tool \[[@CR17]\]. Note that the tokenization of the Stanford CoreNLP tool does not split text into segments at the dash (-) character. However, in the biomedical documents, some chemical and gene/protein entity names and other words are always combined into one token using dash character. For example, "ephrinB-EphB" is annotated as two entities (i.e., "ephrinB" and "EphB"); "CD3-binders" is only annotated with "CD3" as an entity. To address the cases, we broke the text into separated segments at the dash character (e.g., "ephrinB-EphB" is split into three tokens: "ephrinB", "-" and "EphB"). The experimental results show that the processing can improve the performance of our system.

Features {#Sec4}
--------

Distributed word embedding and character feature are widely used in the field of NLP, especially in the deep learning methods. We also used them as a basic feature of our NER system. Moreover, to investigate the effects of traditional features (such as POS, chunking, and NER features), these features are added into the model as additional features. All feature embeddings are parameters of the model, and they can be optimized when the model is trained. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows an example of all features from tokens corresponding to a sentence. Details of each of features are presented as follows.Table 1An example of all featuresInputSubstitutedpiperidineswithselectivebindingtohistamineh3--receptor.Wordsubstitutedpiperidineswithselectivebindingtohistamineh3--receptor.Characters u b s t i t u d e dp i p e r i d i n e sw i t hs e l e c t i v eb i n d i n gt oh i s t a m i n eh 3--r e c e p t o r.CapfirstCapslowerlowerlowerlowerlowerlowerlowerlowerlowerlowerPOSVBNNNSINJJNNTONNNNHYPHNN.ChunkB-NPI-NPB-PPB-NPI-NPB-PPB-NPI-NPB-NPI-NPONEROOOOOOB-proteinI-proteinI-proteinI-proteinO

### Word embedding {#Sec5}

Word embedding, also known as distributed word representation, can capture both the semantic and syntactic information of words from a large unlabeled corpus and has attracted considerable attention from many researchers \[[@CR18]\]. Compared with the bag-of-words representation, word embedding is low-dimensional and dense. In recent years, several models, such as word2vec \[[@CR19]\] and GloVe \[[@CR20]\], have been proposed and widely used in the field of NLP. To achieve a high-quality word embedding, we downloaded a total of 1,918,662 MEDLINE abstracts from the PubMed website as the unlabeled data. Then the data and all datasets (The training set comprises a total of 21,000 abstracts, and the test set comprises a total of 9000 abstracts.) provided in the BioCreative V.5 CEMP and GPRO tracks were used to train the word embedding by the word2vec tool using the skip-gram model as pre-trained word embedding.

### Character feature {#Sec6}

In addition to the word embedding, character-level features in a name contain rich structure information of the entity. These features (such as character n-grams, prefixed and suffixes) are commonly employed in the current NER methods \[[@CR21]\]. Unlike the previous traditional methods in which character features are based on hand-engineering, character embedding can be learned while training. Character embedding has been found useful for many NLP tasks. They can not only learn interior representations of the entity names, but also alleviate the out-of-vocabulary problem \[[@CR22]\]. In our model, a bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) is used to obtain the character-level feature. First, a character lookup table which contains a character embedding for every character is initialized randomly. The sequence of characters in a word is transformed to a sequence of embeddings with fixed length *L*, where *L* is the max length of all words. If the word has a length less than *L*, we pad it with zero embeddings. Then the character embedding corresponding to every character in a word is given in both direct and reverse orders to a BiLSTM. Further, we used a separate lookup table to add a capitalization feature since capitalization information is erased during the word and character embeddings. The capitalization feature is obtained with the following options: allCaps (all characters are uppercase in a word), firstCaps (only the first character is uppercase), lower (all characters are lowercase), others (the other case excluding the above ones). At last, the concatenation of the forward and backward representations from the BiLSTM and the capitalization feature is used as the character-level feature of the word.

### Additional features {#Sec7}

Due to the complexity of the natural language and the specialty of the biomedical domain, some linguistic and domain features are often employed in traditional machine learning methods for biomedical NER \[[@CR7], [@CR9]\]. We also explored the effect of linguistic features (such as POS and chunking features). The POS information and chunking information of each word were generated by the GENIA tagger (<http://www.nactem.ac.uk/GENIA/tagger/>). In addition, named entity tags information (including protein, DNA, RNA, cell line and cell type entities) generated by the GENIA tagger was also used as a feature. And the NER feature of each token was encoded in the BIO tagging scheme. In our experiments, three different lookup tables were to output POS, chunking, and NER embeddings, respectively. And they were initialized randomly.

BiLSTM-CRF model {#Sec8}
----------------

Our system is a deep learning one based on a bidirectional long short-term memory model with a conditional random field layer, whose architecture is illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2The architecture of BiLSTM-CRF model
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf{b}}^{\left( e \right)}$$\end{document}$ are the parameters of the model to be learned in training.

Similar to many NER tasks, we modeled the biomedical NER as a sequence labeling problem. In the sequence labeling problem, the output labels have strong dependencies. In addition to information of the word itself and the context, the entity tag of the word is also decided by the context tags information of the word. For example, in a reasonable entity tag sequence, the tag "**I**" generally appears after the tag "**B**", but it does not appear after the tag "**O**". However, the above-mentioned output scores of the network only use the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Then we use a softmax function to yield the conditional probability of the path $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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During the training phase, the objective of the model is to maximize the log-probability of the correct tag sequence:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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At inference time, we predict the best tag path that obtains the maximum score given by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This can be computed using dynamic programming, and the Viterbi algorithm \[[@CR26]\] is chosen for this inference.

Training procedure {#Sec9}
------------------

The word embedding of our model is initialized with pre-trained word embedding and other parameters are initialized at random from a uniform distribution. Then all parameters are optimized using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) \[[@CR27]\] to maximize the log-probability of the correct tag sequence. In addition, several hyper-parameters need to be determined in our model. We tuned the hyper-parameters on the development set by random search \[[@CR28]\]. The main hyper-parameters of our models are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The number of epochs is chosen by early stopping strategy \[[@CR29]\] on the development set. Our model is implemented using open-source deep learning library Theano (<http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/>) and trained on a NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU.Table 2The main hyper-parameters of our modelHyper-parameterValueValues testedWord embedding dimension10050, 100, 200Character embedding dimension2525, 50Character-level BiLSTM state size2525, 50Capitalization embedding dimension55, 10POS embedding dimension2525, 50Chunking embedding dimension1010, 20NER embedding dimension55, 10Word-level BiLSTM state size10050, 100, 200SGD learning rate0.0010.01, 0.005, 0.001

Post-processing {#Sec10}
---------------

For performance optimization, we also employed several common post-processing steps including tagging consistency, abbreviation resolution and bracket balance.

If the number of a word sequence tagged by our model as a biomedical entity exceeds 50% of the total number of the sequence in a document (title and abstract), all instances of the word sequence will be tagged as an entity mention. For example, if our BiLSTM-CRF model found three gene/protein mentions of "nociception receptor" and missed out two other mentions of "nociception receptor" in a document, the missed mentions would be retrieved.

For abbreviation resolution, all local abbreviation definitions, such as "protease-activated receptor 1 (PAR1)", will be found. If the abbreviation (i.e., "PAR1") in the long form was tagged by our model, then all instances of the abbreviation in the document would be tagged.

While there are some mentions with unbalanced brackets (such as parenthesis, square brackets and curly brackets), we attempted to balance the brackets by adding or removing characters to the right or left of the mention. For example, if "OGP(10" (the next characters in the text are "− 14)") was tagged as an mention by our model, then the mention would be extended to include the right parenthesis (i.e., "OGP(10--14)"). If the unbalanced bracket is the first or last character of the entity tagged by the model (e.g., "(nNOS"), the bracket would be simply discarded.

Results and discussion {#Sec11}
======================

In this section, first the experimental datasets and settings are introduced, and then the experimental results and discussion are presented.

Experimental datasets and settings {#Sec12}
----------------------------------

The organizers of the BioCreative V.5 challenge provided the corpora (i.e., the CEMP and GPRO corpora) including the training and test sets. The training set comprises a total of 21,000 manually annotated documents (title and abstract), and test set comprises a total of 9000 unannotated documents. Furthermore, annotations for the GPRO track are divided in two groups: type 1, covering GPRO mentions that can be normalized to a database record; and type 2, covering those GPRO mentions that in principle cannot be normalized to a unique bio-entity database record \[[@CR30]\]. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} describes the statistic of the CEMP and GPRO corpora. In our experiments, for the GPRO task, we only consider entities that can be mapped to an identifier (type 1) are evaluated like the GPRO subtask in the BioCreative V does \[[@CR4]\], and the type 2 entities are ignored. We randomly selected the 10% of the training set as the development set (Dev) to tune the hyper-parameters and the remaining documents were used to train our system. Only the annotations of the training sets were made available to the participants in the challenge. To evaluate the performance of their system on the test set (Test), teams could submit up to five runs to the BeCalm Web metaserver platform \[[@CR31]\]. The micro-averaged recall, precision and F-score statistics were used for final prediction scoring, and F-score was selected as main evaluation metric. The gold-standard annotation of the test dataset has not yet been released by the organizers.Table 3CEMP and GPRO corpora overviewTraining setTest setEntire corpusPatent abstracts21,000900030,000CEMP mentions99,63244,486144,188GPRO mentions17,751899826,749GPRO type 1 mentions12,422533017,752GPRO type 2 mentions532936688997Tokens1,770,836767,5992,538,435

The effect of the different ratios of positive and negative documents {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In the CEMP corpus, 16,539 documents in the training set contain annotated chemical entities and the rest 4461 documents do not contain them. However, in the GPRO corpus, only 5795 documents in the training set contain annotated gene/protein entities and the rest 15,205 documents do not contain them. In our experiments, to explore the effectiveness of the documents without annotated biomedical entities, the corresponding corpus was divided into the different training sets by the ratio of positive documents (the documents with annotated biomedical entities) and negative documents (the documents without annotated biomedical entities). First, the negative documents are randomly selected by the ratio. Then they and all positive documents are combined into a new training set. In the experiments, word embedding and character feature are used as the inputs of the BiLSTM-CRF model. The results of the models trained with the different training sets on our development sets are shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. Table 4The effect of the different ratios of positive and negative documentsRatio (positive:negative)CEMP DevGPRO DevPrecisionRecallF-scorePrecisionRecallF-score1:087.5892.2089.8360.9088.2772.071:0.5------66.0685.7674.631:1------67.9786.06*75.95*1:2------70.0377.7973.71All training set87.5892.50*89.97*68.3282.4474.72On the CEMP corpus, only the ratio (1:0) and all training set were tested since the number of positive documents is more than the number of negative documentsItalic values denote the highest values

On the CEMP corpus, there is slight difference among the F-scores of these models. The reason is that only small amounts of documents do not contain chemical entities. On the GPRO corpus, the model achieves the best performance with an F-score of 75.95% when the number of positive and negative documents in the training set is equal. When the number of positive documents exceeds the number of negative documents, the more token sequences are predicted as the entities. In this case, the model performs worse owing to a significant drop in precision. When the number of negative documents exceeds the number of positive documents, the model also performs worse owing to a significant drop in recall. In the following experiments, all CEMP training set is used to train the models, while the balanced version of GPRO training set is used.

The effect of the model components on the development set {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------------------------

In our experiments, the BiLSTM-CRF with the basic feature (i.e., word embedding and character feature) is used as our baseline. To further analyze the effectiveness of our baseline model components, the corresponding experiments are conducted by removing one component each time. Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} reports the evaluation results on our development sets.Table 5The effect of our baseline components on our development setsModelCEMP DevGPRO DevPrecisionRecallF-score△PrecisionRecallF-score△Baseline87.5892.50*89.97*--67.9786.06*75.95*--− Character embedding86.2790.9888.56− 1.4166.6783.6974.22− 1.73− Capitalization feature87.9991.4289.67− 0.3068.0784.9475.58− 0.37− CRF layer84.8488.5586.66− 3.3162.8179.4170.14− 5.81− Post-processing87.3092.2889.72− 0.2568.0485.6175.82− 0.13Italic values denote the highest values

The similar results were observed on both CEMP and GPRO corpora. The results show that each component makes different degrees of contribution. Among others, the CRF layer makes the most significant contribution. After the CRF layer is removed, the F-score decreases by 3.31% and 5.81% on the CEMP and GPRO development sets, respectively. It demonstrates that BiLSTM has the ability of handing sequential data and learning the long-range context information, but the performance of the model can still be further improved by considering the dependencies of output labels (which is implemented with the CRF layer). In addition, the character embedding is also important. Removing the character embedding leads to the decrease of F-score by 1.41% and 1.73% on the CEMP and GPRO development sets, respectively. The reason is that character information can not only capture interior representations of the entity names, but also alleviate the out-of-vocabulary problem. Moreover, the post-processing can slightly improve the performance of our model.

The effect of additional features on the development set {#Sec15}
--------------------------------------------------------

We also investigated the effect of three additional features (POS, chunking, and NER features mentioned in \"[Additional features](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}\" section) on the performances of our baseline. In the experiments, the concatenation of basic features and additional features as input is fed into the model, and Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows the results of different combinations of these features on our development sets.Table 6The effect of additional features on our development setsModelCEMP DevGPRO DevPrecisionRecallF-score△PrecisionRecallF-score△Baseline87.5892.50*89.97*--67.9786.0675.95--+ POS feature88.1291.7089.87− 0.1068.7285.4676.18+0.23+ Chunking feature87.2192.5889.81− 0.1667.2187.4576.01+0.06+ NER feature87.5791.8189.64− 0.3369.3284.7276.25+0.30+ All features87.9791.3989.65− 0.3270.8483.76*76.76*+0.81Italic values denote the highest values

When the additional features are added, the models achieve slightly lower F-scores than the baseline on the CEMP corpus. The plausible reason is that the deep neural network itself has learned sufficient higher and abstract features automatically from the word and character embeddings with the large training set. However, noise may be introduced into the models by the errors of the NLP tools, which leads to the decrease in performances of the models. On the GPRO corpus, when only the POS feature is added, higher F-score (an improvement of 0.23% in F-score over the baseline) is achieved. The main reason is that the information of POS can help boost the precision of baseline. For example, most entities are nouns but not verbs. When only the chunk feature is added, the model achieves a slight improvement (an improvement of 0.06% in F-score). The main reason is that some entity boundary errors can be revised by the chunking information though some chunking information generated by the GENIA tagger tool is error. The introduction of NER feature alone also improves the performance (an improvement of 0.30% in F-score), which demonstrates that the information of prior entities provided by the GENIA tagger can help boost the performance. When all the additional features are added into the baseline, the best performance (an improvement of 0.81% in F-score) is achieved. Compared with the GPRO training set, the CEMP training set contains more entity mentions (99,623 chemical mentions vs 17,751 gene/protein mentions). The additional features are more helpful for a small training set than large one. For the GPRO task, the different kinds of additional features contribute complementary information, and the introduction of them into our baseline can further improve the performance.

Performance comparison with other participants on the test set {#Sec16}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, it is compared with the performance of other CEMP and GPRO track participants. The official CEMP and GPRO top five evaluation results (the best runs per team only) on the test sets are shown in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}, where SD denotes the standard deviation of the F-score of each team and teams were grouped based on statistically significant difference between results \[[@CR30], [@CR32]\]. The results of team 121 are the results of our BiLSTM-CRF models with the basic feature and the all features on the CEMP and GPRO test sets, respectively (i.e., the best models in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}). The results show that our system achieves the highest performances in all teams in the BioCreative V.5 CEMP and GPRO tracks (the F-scores of 90.42% and 79.19%, respectively).Table 7Performance comparison with other participants on the test sets (the best runs per team)RowCEMP TestGPRO TestTeamPrecisionRecallF-scoreSD (%)TeamPrecisionRecallF-scoreSD (%)A121(ours)88.3292.62*90.42*0.25121(ours)76.6581.91*79.19*0.10B11288.9791.8290.370.2711275.2377.4976.340.08C10790.0290.6290.320.2715372.0680.6876.130.10D15388.0290.2889.140.3013366.5382.6873.730.10E11684.3992.9788.470.2314274.7971.6373.180.15Italic values denote the highest values

Error analysis {#Sec17}
--------------

Compared with the results on the CEMP corpus, our model performs poorly on the GPRO corpus. Therefore, we manually analyzed the errors generated by our best model on the GPRO development set. The major errors can be divided into three categories: (1) incorrect boundary, (2) missing gene/protein mention, (3) not a gene/protein mention. An example for each type of error is shown in Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}.Table 8Examples of gene/protein named entity recognition errorsError typeExampleIncorrect boundaryAnd in the treatment of diseases and conditions that are mediated by *[AXL]{.ul}* [receptor tyrosine kinase]{.ul}Missing gene/protein mentionCombination of [C1-INH]{.ul} and lung surfactant for the treatment of respiratory disordersNot a gene/protein mentionApplication of tumor inhibitor *MLN4924* to preparation of antiviral drugThe correct entity mentions are underlined, while the misrecognized entity mentions are italicized

For the incorrect boundary error, most cases occur where a gene/protein is nested within a larger gene/protein mention (e.g., our model predicts "AXL" as a mention but the correct mention should be "AXL receptor tyrosine kinase" in Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}). The main reason may be that the annotated training set contains the tagging inconsistency. For example, "5-ht2a" of the string "5-ht2a serotonin receptor" is annotated as an entity in the document with ID: CN101871931A while "5-ht2a serotonin receptor" is annotated as the same entity in the document with ID: WO2006060762A3. For the missing gene/protein mention error, the reason is that our model cannot detect the entity without sufficient context information. In the example of Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}, "C1-INH" is the abbreviation of "C1 esterase inhibitor" in the document, but it is difficult to detect the entity in the sentence without sufficient information by our model. In addition, we observed that many strings having similar expressions and strong gene/protein indicators are falsely identified as gene/protein mentions. For example, "MLN4924" consists of uppercase and number, and its context contains the strong gene/protein indicator "inhibitor". Our model incorrectly identified the chemical as a gene/protein mention. It can be seen from the above analysis, even though automatic learning of high-level features is advantage of deep learning methods and BiLSTM-CRF model can capture long-range dependencies, it is difficult for our model to automatically learn domain knowledge from the raw text and capture sufficient context information from a sentence. Therefore, more contextual information from a document and external knowledge can be considered to improve our model.

Conclusion {#Sec18}
==========

In this paper, we present our system based on a deep learning approach for the chemical and gene/protein NER tasks in the BioCreative V.5 CEMP and GPRO tracks. In our approach, a BiLSTM-CRF model is employed to recognize biomedical entities from patents. Moreover, the effect of additional features (such as POS, chunking, and NER features) for the neural network model is investigated. The experimental results show that the additional features are effective to improve the performance of our system for the GPRO track. And our system achieves the state-of-the-art performances on both CEMP and GPRO corpora. It demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach for biomedical NER task in patents. However, from our error analysis, our system should can be further improved by considering more contextual information at document-level (not only at sentence-level) and external knowledge which will be explored in our future work.
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